Lekh 85 Sangat

Company through ‘Music’-‘sound’
Music, ‘sound current, melody is the subtle vibration of divine utterance,
word Naam, bani which is referred to in Gurbani as –
‘unstruck melody’
‘unstruck sound-current’
‘unstruck word’
‘unstruck incessant tone’
‘spontaneous melody’.
This spiritual vibration is the voiceless-voice of the divine realm. It is
through this ‘subtle vibration’s’ unstruck ‘melody’ or unstruck ‘sound
current’ that the illumination of the manifestation of the divine shabad
and Naam takes place in the divine realm.
In our innate self within Light of the Lord is present, which is the
reason why we have received the gift of the spiritual ‘melody’ as our
heritage. For the same reason each and every person according to his
mental state at some level or other experiences the pull of music, enjoys
it and keeps its company.
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Animals too are influenced by ‘music’ and enjoy it, for instance –
When Sri Krishan Ji Maharaj was playing the flute in the jungle, every
type of animal, attracted by the ‘music’ used to come together.
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A poisonous animal such as a snake too, under the influence of the flute’s
music begins to sway.
The deer too, under the influence of……..music loses its senses and gets
pulled.
This is why a divine gift like music has such a deep influence on man that he
forgets his own self
and he begins to ride on the rays of the subtle waves and attains the divine
‘touch’.
‘Music’ is the ‘thing’ of the divine sphere. That is why a dynamic force
operates within it. Under its influence man –
forgets his own self,
becomes wondrously overwhelmed
takes a flight in the divine realms
attains the divine ‘touch’
dives deep into feelings of ecstasy
(knows that) without clouds rain can fall
(realises that) without cinder fire can start
(recognises that) iron and stone can melt
etc. and numerous miracles take place.
It is for this reason that Guru Ji has set Gurbani into music and has issued a
mandatory hukam or command to do kirtan in Raag.
This ‘music’ or ‘melody’ has two forms –
1 Unstruck ‘music’ or unstruck ‘melody’:- This keeps resounding
incessantly in the spiritual realm through ‘unstruck shabad or word’.
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1

In each and every heart the Music of the Lord's Flute vibrates, night and day, with
sublime love for the Shabad. 62

2

The unstruck sound current of the Shabad vibrates day and night.
The Gurmukh knows the state of the eternal, unchanging Lord God. 904

3

The unstruck sound current of the Shabad vibrates and resounds there, with the
melody of the Guru's Bani; one is easily, intuitively absorbed in the Lord.1069

4

The sweet, melodious, unstruck sound current vibrates continuously in the home of
the fearless Lord. 1033
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This spiritual voiceless voice cannot be heard with our physical ears –
because it is a ‘thing’ of the subtle spiritual world which can only be heard
through intuition.
When our virtuous mind senses this ‘unstruck music’ or ‘sound-current’ he
is then communing with the unstruck music or sound-current and experiencing
wondrousness.
The internal ‘unstruck music’ by itself, spontaneously, continuously keeps
resounding within (the ambit of) divine hukam or command’ and there is no
need for some ‘instrument’ or ‘vocalist’.
1
2

The skinless drum plays.
Without the rainy season, the clouds shake with thunder.
So play the harp which vibrates without being played, Yogi.

657
909

2
On the other side, in the three phased materialistic world, our course
ears can only hear the ‘noise’ of the external music in which we become
intoxicated.
The external form of this ‘music’ is the reflection or symbol of the ‘unstruck
music’ within. The various types of waves here are further split and the
(resultant) ragas or music given many different names; for example Sri Raag,
Sorath Raag, Asa Raag, Ramkali Raag etc.
The external ‘raags’ are sung with feeling that can be good or bad. As an
example for:singing praises of God,
singing to satisfy the mind
wanting to incite low or base sensual tendencies
wanting to sing film songs
wanting to earn money
wanting to satisfy people
wanting praise or approval etc.
When we sing the praises of the Lord with these raags or music then raags
become the beautiful medium of communing. In this way, the easiest, effective,
satisfying, enjoyable, gratifying ‘method’ of singing the praises of the Lord is
through ‘raags’.
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1
2
3

Gauree Raga is auspicious, if, through it, one comes to think of his Lord and Master.
311
Sorat'h is beautiful only when it leads the soul-bride to seek the Lord's Name.
642
Blessed are those beautiful Ragas which, when chanted, quench all thirst.
Blessed are those beautiful people who, as Gurmukh, chant the Name of the Lord.
958

On the other hand if we use music for some personal or for exciting some
low or base tendencies, then we are misusing the godly gift. In this way using
music for satisfying low or base feelings is participating in ‘negative company’
– which is harmful and becomes a setback in our divine journey.
4

The various songs, tunes and rhythms are false.
Trapped by the three qualities, people come and go, far from the Lord. 832

5

In the love of duality, the happiness of Bilaaval does not come; the self-willed
manmukh finds no place of rest.
849

6

In music and song, the mind is caught by the love of duality.
Filled with deception deep within, one suffers in terrible pain.

1342

Note: In Lekh No. 6 of Gurbani Vichar booklets ‘music’-‘sound’-‘melody’ has
been discussed in detail.
Just as the ‘air’ in the bubble of water sprouts out of the water and it is
indeed the embodiment of water. In the same way, when a shroud of ‘egotism’
envelops the divine light, then it is called ‘mind’. The divine ‘light’ is ‘pure’ –
but when the mind that has sprouted this (pure divine ‘light’) is enveloped with
the shroud of ‘egotism’, then this mind become impure.
As the ego-ridden-mind begins to abide in the materialistic realm – so does
the materialistic ‘impurity’ keep increasing in it.
When smoke passes through a white room, it ‘touches’ the impurities that
are in it. If smoke keeps passing through the room daily, then the room gets
‘dirty’. This is why the kitchen always remains dirty.
Our mind is extremely ‘restless’ and unstable. Every second, every moment
numerous thoughts-emotions-desires arise from it and leave a trace or touch of
their ‘colouring’ or ‘dirt’ on the mind.
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Our ego ridden mind dwells in materialism – this is why our thoughts,
emotions, desires are often polluted. With continuous contemplation or practice
of these polluted, base thoughts and desires, the tendencies-feelings-habitscharacter too becomes impure – which by and by descend into the
subconsciousness, and we operate in the confusion of attachment-materialism
and face the consequences.
1
2
3
4

Entangled and enmeshed in the love of false occupations, the whole world is
perishing.
133
In egotism, the soul is in bondage, and the Naam, the Name of the Lord, does not
come to abide in the mind.
560
My mind is deluded, entangled in Maya.
Whatever I do, while engaged in greed, only serves to bind me down.

702

This mind is entangled in worldly affairs, creating more and more karma.
Enchanted by Maya, it cries out in suffering forever.
1176

It is clear from the above discussion that:with the desires of egotism,
by dwelling in the materialistic sphere,
with the ‘touch’ of low thoughts,
keeping the ‘company’ of low tendencies,
with the colour of impure emotions,
with demon like deeds,
our mind daily continues to become impure.
In this way we have been polluting our mind over many births and even now
we are dirtying it.
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5

The world is polluted with the filth of egotism, suffering in pain. This filth sticks to
them because of their love of duality. 39

6

The world is polluted with the filth of egotism, suffering in pain. This filth sticks to
them because of their love of duality. 470

7

The filth of countless incarnations sticks to this mind; it has become pitch black. 651
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1

These worldly attachments, loves and pleasurable tastes,
all are just black stains.
One who departs, with these black stains of sin on his face.662

2

The world wanders around in the filth of egotism; it dies, and is re-born, over and
again. 746

3

With greed within them, their minds are filthy, and they spread filth around.
They do filthy deeds, and suffer in pain.
1062

This ‘polluted’ state of our mind is the result of – is through the ‘touch’,
association, communion, company, practice of low thoughts in the doubt-fallacy
of egotism, base or low emotions, impure desires, polluted tendencies,
materialistic beliefs and rites-rituals.
4

The self-willed manmukhs are polluted. They are filled with the pollution of egotism,
wickedness and desire. 29

5

The mind is polluted by the love of duality.
Filthy is that kitchen, and filthy is that dwelling;
eating filth, the self-willed manmukhs become even more filthy. Because of their
filth, they suffer in pain.
121

A drunkard – by consuming or (keeping the) ‘company’ of ‘alcohol’
becomes the embodiment of ‘alcohol’ and its bad and harmful effect is bound to
affect, his whole life, his family, his relatives and friends, the environment, the
society, religious pursuits, the cosmos and on subsequent births (as well).
In this way the effect of the deeds of our materialistic low, impure thoughts,
emotions, desires not only do they affect our whole life but also affect our
environment and the whole world and our subsequent lives too become hell like.
All ‘persons’ are individual walk-about live computers. Whatever their datasuch as, good-bad thoughts, emotions, desires and action of these computers, the
overall consequences of that data’s ‘reflection’ or ‘colour’ will continue to
influence our mind and makes our life ‘good or bad’, happy or painful.
In other words our good or bad ‘life’ depends on the ‘touch’, reflection,
association or ‘company’ of our good or bad thoughts-emotions-actions.
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1

Kabeer, the mind has become a bird; it soars and flies in the ten directions.
According to the company it keeps, so are the fruits it eats. 1369

2

a)
b)
c)
d)

Just as with a little bit of yoghurt culture, milk turns into yoghurt; but a drop
of dirt will curdle the milk.
Just as a tiny seed when sown turns into a huge tree; but a tiny spark of fire
will reduce it to ash.
Just as a little poison will bring about death; but a little bit of amrit (ambrosial
nectar) gives the body everlasting life.
In the same way as a prostitute or devout wife has an option of communing
with manmukhs (mind-orientated ones) or gurmukhs (Guru-orientated ones);
communing with manmukhs (mind-orientated ones) will in a short while
destroy (the benefits of) good deeds and communing with gurmukhs (Guruorientated ones), the (effect of) bad deed gets eradicated.
Kabit Bhai
Gurdas 174

All of us beings are walk-along, live radio transmitting stations. In this way we
too, project and receive from one another through the vibrations of the same
wave length, our‘reflection’
‘touch’
‘communion’ and
‘association’
‘colour’.
and with this we mould our whole life and leads to the fashioning of our
different, individual and powerful personality.
1

Those actions you perform, day and night, are recorded upon your forehead.

461

2

Your destiny is written on your forehead, according to your past actions.
This inscription of past deeds cannot be erased; what do I know about what will
happen? 689

3

The account is written of the loves of the mind.

1237

The above discussion can be summarised as follows –
Under the influence of
the stubbornness of egotism,
the trap or net of materialism,
doubt-fallacies,
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the passions of the five (senses),
virtuous company or sinful company,
the environment,
mental ‘vibrations’,
the gravity of materialism,
people are entangled and enmeshed and are leading a hell-like life. Stark
evidence of this is available from every side in this world.
‘Breaking’ away from ‘God’ or becoming an apostate man becomes
mentally ignorant and powerless. This helpless condition or state of man is
mentioned in Gurbani as follows –
1

There are five of them, but I am all alone. How can I protect my hearth and home,
O my mind?
They are beating and plundering me over and over again; unto whom can I complain?
155

2

The five vicious thieves are assaulting my poor being; save me, O Savior Lord!
They are tormenting and torturing me. I have come, seeking Your Sanctuary.
Trying all sorts of things, I have grown weary, but still, they will not leave me alone.
205-6

3

In the one fortress of the body, there are five rulers, and all five demand payment of
taxes.
I have not farmed anyone's land, so such payment is difficult for me to pay.
793

In such a ‘powerless’ and ‘helpless’, state man becomes miserable and takes
refuge in ‘religion’.
The impure mind too sees ‘religion’ through the ‘peep hole’ of materialism
and uses it to satisfy his selfish materialistic ends.
In this state of helplessness man turns his face towards the so called holy
men or the so called associates. These so called religious leaders themselves are
trapped in hollow rites-rituals and unfruitful religious practices and they get the
needy followers entangled in these hollow (forms of) worshipping, rites-rituals,
and methodologies etc which cause the followers to get even more deeply
entrenched in fruitless wanderings. Many a time these followers ridden in riches
become broken hearted or disenchanted and they even turn away from God.
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1

They perform the four rituals and six religious rites; the world is engrossed in these.
They are not cleansed of the filth of their ego within; without the Guru, they lose the
game of life.
495

2

They read scriptures, and contemplate the Vedas; they practice the inner cleansing
techniques of Yoga, and control of the breath.
But they cannot escape from the company of the five passions; they are increasingly
bound to egotism.
O Beloved, this is not the way to meet the Lord; I have performed these rituals so
many times.
I have collapsed, exhausted, at the Door of my Lord Master; I pray that He may
grant me a discerning intellect.
641

3

In spite of the many places of pilgrimage for people to bathe in, their minds are still
stained by their stubborn ego; the Lord Master is not pleased by this at all.......
One who acts through stubbornness is of no account at all; like a crane, he pretends
to meditate, but he is still stuck in Maya. 687

4

The whole world is enmeshed and entangled in false occupation as they have no
intuitive awareness of the Supreme Being. Seweyeh P 10

When such seekers get involved in some company upon hearing( some
details) by word of mouth, then in the company of such ignorant worshippers
steeped in doubt-fallacy, the fire of their mind is not extinguished and they
experience no peace – even then like the’ attraction a straw for one who is
drowning’, their suffering mind, placing false confidence in the benefits of the
‘so-called company’ and hollow rites-rituals, they (continue to) remain
intoxicated.
This is the reason why, despite reading scripture, doing worship and
participating in the ‘so-called company’, no change ever comes into their
materialistic lives and by becoming engrossed in materialism they simmer-burnwrithe, and all along lead a hell-like life.
This is the reason why almost every seeker has this complaint that:the mind remains restless when doing ‘paath’,
while doing simran the mind is not focussed,
anger surges controllably,
greed and avarice keeps people on the run,
the passion of lust and anger causes tension to rise,
grievances abound,
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they simmer and burn in enmity and confrontation,
the mind never experiences peace,
they receive some superficial delight in the sangat
but after that its back to square one
etc.
The reason is this that our mind over numerous births from every side within and without, by abiding in materialism, getting engrossed in it, becoming
greedy and avaricious, having penetrated, infiltrated, permeated, and getting
absorbed it has become the embodiment of ‘materialism’. Thus by turning away
from the divine virtues of spirituality he has become ignorant, unmindful,
negligent, an apostate, and gross.
This self inflicted mental decline of man is very pitiful – because his
materialistic consciousness gets no lofty, divine support, help and life-direction
and nor does any sublime, good, beautiful divine courage-joy-bliss arise in the
weak mind.
Sensing this pitiful, helpless condition of man, the tender soul of Guru Ji,
becoming benevolent and remaining true to his inherent disposition made a
supplication at the feet of the Primal Being as follows:1

Hear my prayer, O my Lord and Master; all beings and creatures were created by
You.
You preserve the honor of Your Name, O Lord, Cause of causes.
O Dear God, Beloved, please, make me Your own.
Whether good or bad, I am Yours.
631

2

The world is going up in flames - shower it with Your Mercy, and save it!
Save it, and deliver it, by whatever method it takes.
853

3

In Your Mercy, You care for all beings and creatures.

1251

Even if man does some good things with his ego-ridden mind that too is
done with the backing of egotism. This is why all of man’s ego-ridden actionsdiscipline, reading and worship of scriptures etc are insipid-dry, hollow,
fruitless and go awaste. Man’s mental state remains where it has always has
been – nay daily the decline is taking place.
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1

If someone does millions of good deeds, while acting in ego,
he shall incur only trouble; all this is in vain. 278

2

Even if one learns the Yogic postures of the Siddhas, and holds his sexual energy in
check,
still, the filth of the mind is not removed, and the filth of egotism is not eliminated.
558
He may remain devoted to worship and adoration, bowing his forehead to the floor,
practicing the six religious rituals.
He indulges in egotism and pride, and falls into entanglements, but he does not
meet the Lord by these devices.
He practices the eighty-four postures of Yoga, and acquires the supernatural powers
of the Siddhas, but he gets tired of practicing these.
He lives a long life, but is reincarnated again and again; he has not met with the
Lord.
642

3

4

Those who make pilgrimages to sacred shrines, observe ritualistic fasts and make
donations to charity while still taking pride in their minds
- O Nanak, their actions are useless, like the elephant, who takes a bath, and then
rolls in the dust.
1428

From the above discussion it is clear that an ego-ridden-man, abiding in
materialism, is inevitably and unknowingly being swept away towards hell by
the gravity or pull of materialism.
If someone gets caught in a quagmire or quicksand, without even realising
he sinks deeper. If he struggles to get out he sinks even further.
In the same way man, getting stuck in the quagmire’ or the terrible ocean of
grief of materialism cannot come out of it himself because he is much weaker
than the power of the pull of materialism. Even if he tries then that effort too
remains fruitless.
5

6
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Administering her poisons, she has overcome the whole world.
She has bewitched Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva.....
Performing fasts, religious observances and atonements, the mortals have grown
weary.
They wander over the entire planet, on pilgrimages to the banks of sacred rivers......
Attached to Maya, the whole world is in bondage.
The foolish self-willed manmukhs are consumed by their egotism.
394
This Maya has made me forget Your feet, O Lord of the World, Master of the
Universe.
Not even a bit of love wells up in Your humble servant; what can Your poor servant
do?
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1

The power of Maya is pervading everywhere.

499

2

The Great Enticer Maya keeps enticing, and cannot be stopped.
She is the Beloved of all the Siddhas and seekers; no one can fend her off.
1216

According to Gurbani there is only one and only way to get out of the fortress
of doubt-fallacy
3

In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, fear and doubt depart.

4

In the Society of the Saints, the Lord dwells in the mind,
and pain, suffering, darkness and doubt depart. 211

5

Grasping the hem of the robe of the Holy Saint, we cross over the world-ocean.
219
In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, the darkness of doubt is dispelled.
O Nanak, the Creator Lord blends us with Himself. 389

6

193

7

In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, we are carried across the terrifying
world-ocean.
517

8

Seeing that this world on fire, I have hurried to the Sanctuary of the Lord.

9

I do not know anything about spiritual wisdom, meditation or karma, and my way of
life is not clean and pure.
Please attach me to the hem of the robe of the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the
Holy; help me to cross over the terrible river.
702

10

In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, fear and doubt are dispelled. My
tongue chants the Ambrosial Name of the Lord, Har, Har. 1149

571

On the ground the pull of gravity causes the water to flow toward the lower
areas. If you want to send the water to a higher place you need a stronger force
than the force of gravity, like a motor pump.
In the same way the gravity of materialism causes the mind to be naturally
pulled towards the baser passions. To redirect these to a higher level or the
spiritual realm you need some other ‘divine dynamic force’.
This divine dynamic force is the ‘meeting’ or ‘sangat’ of blessed gurmukhs
possessing spiritual power.
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According to Gurbani without the live ‘company of those imbued in truth’
possessing spiritual power, it is difficult if not impossible to get out of the
quagmire of materialism or the ‘terrible ocean’.
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1

He does not join the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, and he suffers in
terrible pain through countless incarnations.77

2

Trying all sorts of things, I have grown weary, but still, they will not leave me alone.
But I have heard that they can be rooted out, in the Saadh Sangat, the Company of
the Holy; and so I seek their Shelter. 206

3

By searching and seeking, I have heard this news,
that without the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, no one swims across. 373

4

He wavers and falters, and suffers such great pain, without the Saadh Sangat, the
Company of the Holy. 405

5

Without the Sat Sangat, the True Congregation, no one finds any peace. Go and ask
the scholars of the Vedas. 1200

On the other hand, by abiding in the ‘holy company’ of guru-orientated
beloveds, the consciousness of ‘man’ spontaneously frees itself from the
‘magic’ of the whirlpool of materialism and begins to feel the pull from the
divine realm.
This point has been stressed upon in Gurbani as follows:6

In the Saadh Sangat, He dwells within the mind, and one's works are brought to
perfect fruition.
52

7

In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, cross over the world-ocean, and the
noose of death shall be cut away. 108

8

Those, unto whom the Lord shows His Mercy, remain dead while yet alive. In the
Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, they cross over the ocean of Maya. 213

9

In the Company of the Holy, there is no suffering.
The Blessed Vision of their Darshan brings a sublime, happy peace.

272

10 In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, my aversion is gone.
My mind and body are imbued with love for the Lord. 892
11 In the Society of the Saints, one is saved.
O Nanak, he crosses over the terrifying world-ocean. 901
12 In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, I am sure to be saved. 1071
13 Meeting with the Holy Saints, peace wells up, and all sins are erased. 1193
14 If you long for eternal peace, O Siblings of Destiny,
then join the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy; this is the Guru's advice.
1182
15 Joining the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, you shall cross over the worldocean.
1251
16 The Sat Sangat, the True Congregation of the True Guru, is the school of the soul,
where the Glorious Virtues of the Lord are studied.
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It has been stated earlier that the minds of people who turn their backs to
God are weak and unstable because their consciousness is engrossed in the false
whirlpool of materialism and their faith filled ‘roots’ have loosened from the
spiritual earth of God.
On the other hand, the subtle faith-filled ‘roots’ of the blessed guruorientated beloveds remain deeply entrenched in the earth of the spiritual realm
by which they continue to receive the flow of divine power through their divine
roots. This is why their mind remains ‘strong’ and resilient.
The effect or influence of such strong and sturdy minds that are steeped in
spirituality is bound to take place on the weakened minds that are steeped in
materialism.
This is how Gurbani supports this position:-
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1

The Gurmukh saves millions of people, O Siblings of Destiny, blessing them with
even a particle of the Name. 608

2

This is the Glory of the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy; listen, O my
friends.

3

Filth is washed away, millions of sins are dispelled, and the consciousness becomes
immaculate and pure. 809

4

Blessed, blessed are the Holy, who know the Lord God. Meeting with the Holy, even
sinners are saved.
The mind roams and rambles all around in all directions. Meeting with the Holy, it is
overpowered and brought under control.
1294

Such blessed guru-orientated beloveds, leading a divine life abide together
in the ‘company of the holy’, in the ‘realm of saints, and in this state the overall
spiritual power increases and becomes dynamic. This kind of power-laden, truepure, divinely orientated ‘company’ is called ‘sadh-sangat’ or the ‘company of
truth’ and it is imminent that their dynamic ‘divine-colour’ is bound to affect or
influence those weak and faith-less minds. The effect of this ‘divine-colour’
depends on the materialistic colouring of the intending seekers. If the
‘materialistic-colour’ is deep seated then the effect of the ‘divine-colour’ is less
and takes place slowly. If the ‘materialistic-colour’ is less then the effect of the
divine colour is more rapid and deep. On the other hand the seeker with strong
and sharp spiritual hunger, upon receiving the ‘divine-touch’ will at once bring
about a complete summersault in which a manmukh (mind-orientated) becomes
a gurmukh (guru-orientated).
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That is why in Gurbani there is a guarantee or claim:1

In the Company of the Holy, there is no suffering.

272

2

In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, I am sure to be saved.

3

I have broken away from the others, and I have been released from the Messenger
of Death.
O mind, drink in the subtle essence of the Lord; join the Saadh Sangat, the
Company of the Holy, and turn away from the world. 830

1071

Yes, if while participating in a ‘sangat’ or companythe mind does not focus,
it does not change,
it is not being attract towards the innate being-ness within,
it cannot rise above me-mine-ness,
it cannot extricate itself from the materialistic ocean of grief,
it cannot flow along the divine path,
it cannot experience the calmness and peace,
it doesn’t get imbued with the divine-colour,
it cannot experience the divine relish,
it does not get intoxicated in the love of the Self within,
it doesn’t get lost in the ‘you are’ ‘you are’,
then this can only be a gathering of mind-orientated apostates who are bereft of
the divine flow, who are detached from Naam from them –
the stench of materialism is coming,
egotism is thundering forth,
there is a predominance of me-mineness,
selfishness is operating
there is hunger for positions,
the dog’s of greed are barking,
leaping fires of anger are emerging,
annoyance – grievance are ever brimful,
debates take place,
enmity-confrontation keep happening,
fights and quarrels keep taking place,
massacres keep taking place.
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A gathering of such people can only be called ‘a materialistic crowd’ or
negative ‘company’.
But we, in our ignorance continue to believe that such a gathering is the
‘company of Truth’ or ‘Sadh Sangat’ and by so doing we are giving our mind a
false assurance and giving our life the wrong guidance.
This is so because here under the influence of egotism, instead of ‘truth’ or
‘truthful’ divine feelings, there is a predominance of me-mineness, selfishness,
jealousy, duality, enmity-opposition and to label this to be the ‘true company’ or
the ‘company of the holy’, is doing injustice to these words.
1

Such faithless cynics, who have forgotten the Naam, are thieves. O my mind, do not
even go near them.
170

2

The evil people live in the love of duality.
They wander around, totally attached and thirsty.
They sit in evil gatherings, and suffer in pain forever; they earn pain, nothing but
pain.
1068

3

Those who are filled with vicious slander, shall have their noses cut, and be
shamed........
O Dear Lord, let me not even associate with them; save me from them, O my
Sovereign Lord King.
1244

4

The true society is the company of those who meditate on the Name of the Lord.
Do not associate with those, O Nanak, who look out only for their own interests.
520

Continued/......... Lekh 86
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